CONTACT DETAILS

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Important Please Read!
If you are having difficulty changing gear then run through all the fitting
parameters again – DO NOT CONTINUOUSLY PRESS THE BUTTONS
– this will cause the unit to overheat and lose power, permanent damage
MAY also occur resulting in failure and your replacement of parts you
damaged at your cost. Units are factory checked multiple times before
shipment. If the actuator heats up, there is an install problem that needs to
be corrected immediately. IF IT DOES NOT WORK STRAIGHT AWAY
THEN YOU NEED TO MAKE ADJUSTMENTS ACCORDINGLY.

By breaking this seal, the installer agrees to READ and FOLLOW all
of these Instructions carefully BEFORE installation. Do Not Second
guess these instructions follow them to the letter.

The Kliktronic comes with a one year manufacture warranty, from date
of purchase, against ELECTRICAL failure PROVIDING that the install
was done properly.
For Electrical Warranty Exchange: If there still is a problem AFTER you
troubleshoot BOTH: 1. install and 2. electrical fault finding, email several pictures of the actuator install with a detailed description of the
problem and any fabrications, including pictures, done to assist the
install, to: Kliktronic@aol.com
Return of original part requires testing to verify the original electrical
part failure. The returned part must be in tact with no cut/worn wires etc.
and shipped at owner's expense for replacement to USA distributor. This
process may take up to several months for replacement because part will
need to be sent to England, at distributor's expense, for verification. If
you choose, you may wish to order a replacement part instead of waiting
for verification. Notification will be done as soon as possible, by phone
or email and if the fault is from the manufacturer, refund will be issued
by check from the USA distributor. Please see the website for cost of
replacement parts under: order information.
Kliktronic wants you to continue riding safely. If there is anything I can
do to expedite this objective, please do not hesitate to be in contact. I
will do my best to give you the same service that I feel I deserve when
dealing with any company, large or small.
Take care. Gail DeWitt, distributor for North and South Continents

